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Abstract

relations in complex 3D scenes and distinguish the proposals of the target object from other similar proposals.

Visual grounding on 3D point clouds is an emerging vision and language task that benefits various applications
in understanding the 3D visual world. By formulating
this task as a grounding-by-detection problem, lots of recent works focus on how to exploit more powerful detectors and comprehensive language features, but (1) how to
model complex relations for generating context-aware object proposals and (2) how to leverage proposal relations
to distinguish the true target object from similar proposals
are not fully studied yet. Inspired by the well-known transformer architecture, we propose a relation-aware visual
grounding method on 3D point clouds, named as 3DVGTransformer, to fully utilize the contextual clues for relationenhanced proposal generation and cross-modal proposal
disambiguation, which are enabled by a newly designed
coordinate-guided contextual aggregation (CCA) module
in the object proposal generation stage, and a multiplex
attention (MA) module in the cross-modal feature fusion
stage. We validate that our 3DVG-Transformer outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by a large margin, on
two point cloud-based visual grounding datasets, ScanRefer and Nr3D/Sr3D from ReferIt3D, especially for complex
scenarios containing multiple objects of the same category.

Recently, Chen et al. [6] and Achlioptas et al. [7] proposed to tackle visual grounding on 3D point clouds by formulating it as a grounding-by-detection problem, together
with two newly developed datasets (i.e., ScanRefer [6] and
ReferIt3D [7]). To be specific, they first use the state-of-theart (SOTA) 3D object detector [8] or the ground-truth (GT)
bounding boxes to generate object proposals, whose features are then fused with the language features from the linguistic query to predict the most confident proposals. Since
then, several variants, such as TGNN [9] and InstanceRefer [10], were proposed to leverage instance segmentation [11] and specially designed linguistic features for better localization and fine-grained matching between the two
modalities. However, these methods still suffer from some
critical issues: (1) how to model complex relations (e.g. relative spatial locations) within each point cloud, (2) how to
exploit various relations among proposals to distinguish the
true target object from similar proposals with the aid of textual descriptions. Thus the recent methods [6, 7, 9, 10] usually fail to localize the target object when the input scenes
contain multiple objects from the same category. Moreover,
due to the relatively small scales of recent visual grounding datasets, the existing methods also suffer from the overfitting problem, which also prevents these methods from
learning a generalizable visual grounding model.

1. Introduction

To this end, we propose a relation-aware visual grounding method on 3D point clouds, named as 3DVGTransformer. While our method follows the ground-bydetection strategy from ScanRefer [6], we additionally exploit various relations among proposals at both the object
proposal generation stage and the cross-modal fusion stage,
based on the powerful relation modeling capability by the
well-known transformer architecture [12]. To be specific,
in the object proposal generation stage, after producing the
cluster centers and features as the initial object proposals,
we propose a coordinate-guided contextual aggregation
(CCA) module, which stacks a set of coordinate-guided
transformer layers to extract multi-level context-aware representations from both neighboring proposals and the back-

As one emerging 3D visual understanding task, visual
grounding on point clouds, also called as referring 3D object localization, aims to locate the desired objects or regions in input point cloud from the given textual descriptions. The visual grounding technologies would significantly benefit various real-life applications such as autonomous robots, AR/VR, etc. Even though much progress
has been made in visual grounding on 2D images [1, 2, 3,
4, 5], it is still a challenging task to design a reliable pointbased visual grounding scheme that can well understand the
* First two authors contributed equally.
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ground. Within each transformer layer, we add a new blockwise sparse spatial proximity matrix to the attention matrix at each multi-head attention module, so as to explicitly describe relative spatial locations from proposals in
each query proposal’s vicinity. At the cross-modal fusion
stage, the word features extracted from the language encoding module and the proposal features from the selected proposals are fused with a multiplex attention (MA) module.
The multiplex attention module consists of a stack of interlaced self-attention and cross-attention blocks, where the
self-attention block enhances contextual relationships between proposals and the cross-attention block passes messages from the word features to the proposal features. This
module distinguishes the true grounding results from other
proposals with the aid of comprehensive contextual knowledge within the point cloud and across visual and linguistic
domains. The output from the cross-modal fusion module
is directly fed into a feed-forward network (FFN) to predict
the object confidence score for each proposal. Moreover,
we optionally employ a pair of feature augmentation strategies for both modalities, (i.e., proposal copy & paste, and
word erase), which also benefit the training process.
The contribution of this work is three-fold: (1) A
simple and strong visual grounding framework (referred
to as 3DVG-Transformer) specifically designed for point
clouds, which comprehensively models various relations
for relation-enhanced proposal generation and cross-modal
proposal disambiguation. (2) A new coordinate-guided contextual aggregation module for extracting multi-level contextual features within point clouds, and a multiplex attention module for disambiguating the grounding results.
Both modules are inspired by the transformer architecture [12]. (3) The state-of-the-art visual grounding performance on the ScanRefer dataset [6] and Nr3D/Sr3D from
the ReferIt3D dataset [7]. Our method significantly outperforms the baselines [6, 7, 9, 10] on complex scenes with
multiple objects from the same category.

ing the regions based on their similarities to the query sentences [16, 2]. Most of these methods focus on exploiting the relationship between objects [16, 17, 18, 19]. For
example, Yan et al. [20] also used the graph attention networks and a modular decomposition method to learn the
alignment between relationship and language expression.
In MAttNet [2], Yu et al. proposed the language-based attention and visual attention mechanisms to capture multimodality context information. Although these methods are
powerful in dealing with 2D vision and language reasoning
tasks, these methods may not work well for visual grounding on point clouds where how to handle 3D geometrical
relations [6, 7] was less explored yet. Hence, we propose
a transformer-based relation modeling scheme that matches
the characteristics of point clouds, and is specially tailored
to the visual grounding task on this special input data.

2. Related Work

Visual Grounding on 3D Point Clouds. Deep learning
technologies have been successfully applied to various point
cloud based vision tasks, such as classification [21, 22], segmentation [23, 22], detection [24, 25], 3D action recognition [26, 22], upsampling [27], and point cloud compression [28]. Visual grounding on 3D point clouds has also
received increasing attention from the vision community.
Chen et al. [6] released the ScanRefer dataset and proposed
a ground-by-detection framework to learn the grounding
model in an end-to-end fashion. ReferIt3D [7] introduced
two datasets referred to as Nr3D and Sr3D, which are similar to ScanRefer [6] but based on the ground-truth bounding
boxes instead of the predicted ones. Huang et al. [9] proposed a Text-guided Graph Neural Network (TGNN) to segment out the target objects in the 3D scenes according to the
query sentences. InstanceRefer [10] also exploited a pretrained panoptic segmentation model, which also relies on
the handcrafted language parsing module to select the candidate bounding boxes. Our 3DVG-Transformer is trained
without using any external knowledge, and we pay more attention to the relation modeling between object proposals so
as to disambiguate similar matches to achieve more robust
grounding results.

Visual Grounding on 2D Images. Visual grounding, or
called referring expression comprehension, has been extensively studied in various 2D vision and language tasks. It
aims to localize a region of interest in an image described
by the referring expression [1, 2, 3]. The input textual description can be short phrases [13] or long sentences [14],
with the corresponding localization result being specified
by a 2D bounding box [13, 15]. The conventional methods are mostly composed of two stages. The first stage is
to generate target object proposals by using the pretrained
object detectors or the unsupervised objectiveness detector.
And the second stage is to match the most relevant object
proposals by identifying the regions of interest, and rank-

Transformers in Computer Vision. Inspired by the success of transformer [12] in natural language processing
(NLP), recently researchers also extended the transformer
structure for various computer vision tasks like image classification [29], style transfer [30], image captioning [31],
video grounding [32] and object detection [33, 34]. In
the field of point clouds, Transformer3D-Det [35] used the
transformer-based method for 3D object detection, while
Pointformer [36] used the so-called Local-Global Transformer to integrate local features with global features. Different from the existing methods, we aim to leverage the
transformer architectures to model relationships among the
objects and the background of the 3D scenes, for which
we and propose a coordinate-guided contextual aggrega-
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Figure 1. The pipeline of our 3DVG-Transformer, which includes an object proposal generation module, a language encoding module, and
a cross-modal fusion module. The input of our method is a pair of point cloud and a textual description. The output is the object confidence
scores, namely, the bounding box with the highest score will be considered as the final grounding result. The modules marked in yellow
are the key components in our framework to enable relation-enhanced visual grounding on point clouds. The modules marked by dotted
boxes are optional and just employed in the training stage to alleviate overfitting. Best viewed in color.

tion (CCA) module and a multiplex attention (MA) module to reliably fuse contextual clues to extract the more robust proposal features, and distinguish true grounding results from similar proposals during the cross-modal feature
fusion stage.

3. Methodology
In this section, we describe the technical details of our
3DVG-Transformer. In Sec. 3.1, we present an overview of
our method. In Sec. 3.2 to Sec. 3.3, we elaborate on how
to exploit multi-level context clues to enrich the contextawareness of the proposal features, and how to leverage proposal relations to disambiguate the grounding results with
the aid of word features. In Sec. 3.4, we introduce the objective function of our method, which also includes a pair of
feature augmentation strategies for alleviating overfitting.

3.1. Overview
As shown in Fig. 1, our 3DVG-Transformer has two inputs. One is the point cloud P ∈ RN ×(3+K) that represents
the whole 3D scene by 3D coordinates and K-dimensional
auxiliary feature (e.g., RGB, normal vectors, or the pretrained multi-view appearance features [6]). Another input is the word embedding W ∈ RL×T representing a
free-form L-length textual description about a specified target object, which is extracted by using a pretrained GloVE
model [37]. The goal of visual grounding on 3D point
clouds is to localize the object of interest (i.e., the target object) in each point cloud, and output an axis-aligned bounding box with the center c = [cx , cy , cz ]⊤ ∈ R3 in the world
coordinate, and the size s = [sx , sy , sz ]⊤ ∈ R3 .
The overall framework of our 3DVG-Transformer consists of three modules at three stages, including the ob-

ject proposal generation module, the language encoding
module, and the cross-modal fusion module. The object
proposal generation module aims to generate the bounding boxes from the object proposals B, and simultaneously
produce their context-aware proposal features as Fprop ∈
RM ×F , where M is the predefined number of proposals,
and F is the feature dimension. The language encoding
module aims to use the same GRU cell as in ScanRefer [6]
to encode the query word embeddings as a set of word features Fword ∈ RL×F , and a global language feature e ∈ RF̂
for the subsequent language classifier to generate the text
class [6]. The cross-modal fusion module fuses the proposal features Fprop and the word features Fword together
to produce the final object confidence scores C = {ci }M
i=1
for the generated bounding boxes. Eventually, the bounding box with the highest confidence score will be considered as the final grounding result. In this work, we focus on
how to reliably model various relationships for the purpose
of exploiting rich contextual clues to enhance the proposal
features in the object proposal generation module, and at
the same time distinguish the true target object from similar
proposals in the cross-modal fusion module.

3.2. Relation-enhanced Proposal Generation
Similarly as in [6], in the object proposal generation
stage, we extract the base features from the given point
cloud P with a PointNet++ [38] backbone, then we apply
the voting and grouping module [8] to cluster and aggregate
them as the initial clusters about all possible object candidates. Each initial cluster is represented as {xi , fi }M
i=1 . xi ∈
R3 and fi ∈ RC are each initial cluster’s center and feature,
respectively. However, these intermediate outputs only capture local point cloud features that describe the candidate
objects, so they are not aware of the relations with other
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Figure 2. The network structure of our coordinate-guided contextual aggregation module (a), which consists of 2 transformer layers (the multi-level feature fusion module is omitted here). In each
transformer layer, the attention matrix in the cross/self-attention
block is augmented by the corresponding block-wise sparse spatial proximity matrix (b).

proposals or the background, and thus cannot be effectively
matched with the query sentences that contain rich contextual descriptions about the target object. Therefore, we further exploit rich contextual clues among these clusters by
using the newly proposed coordinate-guided contextual aggregation (CCA) module. The design of our CCA module
is inspired by the transformer architecture [12], specifically

Coordinate-guided Contextual Aggregation As visualized in Fig. 2 (a), we use the initial cluster center xi , and
the initial cluster feature fi as the input of this CCA module.
It has several stacked coordinate-guided transformer layers
(e.g. 2 layers in our implementation) and then a multi-level
feature fusion module. Each coordinate-guided transformer
layer refines its input cluster centers and cluster features.
The multi-level feature fusion module aggregates the output refined cluster features from each transformer layer to
generate the refined multi-level proposal features.
As suggested by [12], there are two coordinate-guided
multi-head attention modules in each coordinate-guided
transformer layer. The first one is a self -attention block
that exploits the relations among the spatial neighbors of
the input clusters, which
is then followed by an add & norm
Coordinate
Distance
layer to produce the intermediate
cluster features, and subMatrix
sequently followed by a feed-forward network (FFN) layer
to generate the intermediate cluster centers. The second one
is a cross-attention module that further exploits the relationship between each intermediate cluster and the initial
clusters (i.e., the input to the CCA module). The detailed
structure is shown in Fig. 2 (a). This special design of our
coordinate-guided transformer is to gather enough contextual clues to the cluster features, but still preserve the discriminativeness from the initial cluster features for reliably
identifying the target object candidates.
The aforementioned attention modules are coordinateguided [35], as they explicitly consider the spatial proximity between clusters. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the attention
matrix is added with a spatial proximity matrix, which describes the normalized inverse coordinate distances between
neighboring cluster centers. The spatial proximity matrix is
defined as Ai,j = norm(1/[d(xqi , xkj ) + ϵ]), where xqi is the
cluster center of the ith query cluster, and xkj is the cluster
center of the j th key cluster. ϵ is a small constant to avoid
infinity. d(xq , xk ) denotes the distance (e.g., ℓ1 distance)
and norm(·) is a normalization operation that divides each
entry in the distance matrix by the mean inverse distance.
We apply k-nearest neighbor search to generate the blockwise sparse spatial proximity matrix, while the rest entries
are filled with −∞. To be specific, the first self-attention
module seeks a larger neighborhood and the second crossattention module uses a smaller neighborhood. Therefore,
the first module models non-local relations between input
clusters in a larger range, which facilitates message passing
among a large number of cluster features. The second module exploits localized alignment between the intermediate
clusters and the initial clusters to preserve the representative
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ability of object candidates. We empirically set k1 = 20 and
k2 = 5 in our implementation.
The multi-level feature fusion module concatenates the
output cluster features from each coordinate-guided transformer layer and then employs an FFN layer to produce
the refined multi-level cluster features. These features not
only contain multi-level features from each proposal, and
are also aware of rich multi-level relations among neighboring objects and the invalid proposals in the background.
Feature Selection. By employing the detection head over
the refined multi-level cluster features and the refined cluster centers, we predict the bounding boxes and their binary
objectiveness scores for all proposals. Our refined multilevel cluster features are masked by the predicted objectiveness scores, i.e., the unreliable cluster features will be assigned to zero. The final proposal features Fprop ∈ RM ×F
are then fed into the cross-modal fusion module.

3.3. Cross-modal Proposal Disambiguation
After feeding the word features Fword into an independent self-attention module, we propose a multiplex attention
module to fuse the word features and the proposal features
Fprop to disambiguate the true bounding box from other similar proposals.
Multiplex Attention. As shown in Fig. 1, the multiplex
attention (MA) module includes several pairs of interlaced
multi-head self-attention and cross-attention blocks. In each
pair, a self-attention block is firstly used to exploit the contextual relationships among the selected proposals and enhance the distinctiveness (a.k.a. disambiguation) of the proposal features, and then the input word features and the enhanced proposal features are fed into a cross-attention block
for message passing from the word features to the proposal
features. In our implementation, we use two pairs of interlaced attention blocks. In this work, our self-attention
blocks follow the vanilla multi-head attention structure [12],
which can be readily replaced by the coordinate-guided
self-attention block (see Fig. 2 (b)) with the aid of the additional spatial proximity matrix.
The output features of the MA module are fed into an
FFN layer to produce the object confidence scores C =
{ci }M
i=1 after a softmax activation layer, as the localization confidences for the M generated bounding boxes.

3.4. Loss Function
We apply a similar loss function as used in ScanRefer [6], which contains the localization loss Lloc for visual
grounding, the object detection loss Ldet for training a reliable detector, and the language to object classification loss
Lcls to ensure the word features can be well-matched with
the target objects. Note that the object detection loss exactly follows the loss used in Qi et al. [8] for the ScanNet dataset [39], where Ldet = Lvote-reg + 0.1Lobjn-cls +

0.1Lsem-cls + Lbox , and Lbox = Lcenter-reg + 0.1Lsize-cls +
Lsize-reg . The final loss is a linear combination of these
terms, i.e., L = 0.3Lloc + 10Ldet + 0.1Lcls . The weights
are empirically set for balancing different terms.
Feature Augmentation. As shown in Fig. 1, we also use
two strategies to synthesize more hard negative training
pairs of word features and proposal features to alleviate
the overfitting issue. (1) Proposal Copy & Paste: We borrow a similar idea from the copy & paste strategy [40] in
3D object detection, but we copy reliable proposal features
from other scenes and replace the unreliable proposal features (i.e., those with low objectiveness scores) in the target
scene. (2) Word Erase: We erase a part of word embeddings
before the GRU cell to alleviate the issue that the grounding
model is mainly decided by the prominent parts of the sentences. In detail, we randomly erase 20% words of the input
sentences, and we also have 50% of chances to erase the
target object nouns with the highest attention scores. The
erased words are replaced with an “unknown” token.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details
Datasets. We evaluate our 3DVG-Transformer on two recent point cloud based visual grounding datasets, including
Nr3D/Sr3D from ReferIt3D [7] and ScanRefer [6] .
- ScanRefer: ScanRefer [6] has 51, 583 textual descriptions about 11, 046 objects from 800 scenes. Each scene
has an average of 13.81 objects and 64.48 descriptions. We
follow the ScanRefer benchmark to split the train/val/test
set with 36, 655, 9, 508, and 5, 410 samples, respectively.
For this dataset, we use Acc@0.25IoU and Acc@0.5IoU as
our metrics, i.e., the percentage of the correctly predicted
bounding boxes whose IoUs with the ground-truth (GT)
bounding boxes is larger than 0.25 and 0.5. The overall accuracy and the accuracies on both“unique” and “multiple”
subsets are reported. Following [6], we label the scene as
“unique” if it only contains a single object from its class,
otherwise we label it as “multiple”. To fully evaluate our
method, we compare our method with the baseline methods
on both the validation set and the online test set available at
the ScanRefer’s benchmark website1 .
- Nr3D and Sr3D: There are two sub-datasets in
ReferIt3D [7]: a synthetic dataset of reference utterances
(Sr3D) and a dataset with natural (human) reference utterances (Nr3D). Both datasets are built based on ScanNet and we use its official split. Specifically, Nr3D contains 41, 503 samples collected by ReferItGame and Sr3D
contains 83, 572 samples generated from the synthetic templates. For both datasets, the task is to select which object
is the preferred object, which is evaluated by the instancematching accuracy. Similar as in [6], Nr3D and Sr3D also
1 http://kaldir.vc.in.tum.de/scanrefer_benchmark
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Table 1. Comparison of different methods on the ScanRefer dataset [6], where the results on both “unique” and “multiple” subsets are also
reported. We report the percentage of the correctly predicted bounding boxes whose IoUs with the GT boxes are larger than 0.25 and 0.5.
Unique
Multiple
Overall
Acc@0.25 Acc@0.5 Acc@0.25 Acc@0.5 Acc@0.25 Acc@0.5
Results on the validation set
SCRC [1]
2D only
24.03
9.22
17.77
5.97
18.70
6.45
One-stage [41]
2D only
29.32
22.82
18.72
6.49
20.38
9.04
ScanRefer [6]
3D only
67.64
46.19
32.06
21.26
38.97
26.10
InstanceRefer [10]
3D only
77.13
66.40
28.83
22.92
38.20
31.35
77.16
58.47
38.38
28.70
45.90
34.47
3DVG-Transformer (ours)
3D only
ScanRefer [6]
2D + 3D
76.33
53.51
32.73
21.11
41.19
27.40
TGNN [9]
2D + 3D
68.61
56.80
29.84
23.18
37.37
29.70
75.72
64.66
29.41
22.99
38.40
31.08
InstanceRefer [10]
2D + 3D
3DVG-Transformer (Ours) 2D + 3D
81.93
60.64
39.30
28.42
47.57
34.67
Results on the test set from the ScanRefer online benchmark
ScanRefer [6]
2D + 3D
68.59
43.53
34.88
20.97
42.44
26.03
TGNN [9]
2D + 3D
68.30
58.90
33.10
25.30
41.00
32.80
InstanceRefer [10]
2D + 3D
77.82
66.69
34.57
26.88
44.27
35.80
75.76
55.15
42.24
29.33
49.76
35.12
3DVG-Transformer (Ours) 2D + 3D
Table 2. Comparison of different methods on both Nr3D and Sr3D datasets [7]. “Easy” and “hard” mean whether there are more than 2
instances from the same object category in the scene, where “view-dep.” and “view-indep.” refer to whether the referring expressions are
dependent or independent on the camera view.
Methods

Modality

Datasets

Methods

Easy

Hard

View-dep

View-indep

Overall

Nr3D

ReferIt3D [7]
TGNN [9]
InstanceRefer [10]
3DVG-Transformer (Ours)

43.6% ± 0.8%
44.2% ± 0.4%
46.0% ± 0.5%
48.5% ± 0.2%

27.9% ± 0.7%
30.6% ± 0.2%
31.8% ± 0.4%
34.8% ± 0.4%

32.5% ± 0.7%
35.8% ± 0.2%
34.5% ± 0.6%
34.8% ± 0.7%

37.1% ± 0.8%
38.0% ± 0.3%
41.9% ± 0.4%
43.7% ± 0.5%

35.6% ± 0.7%
37.3% ± 0.3%
38.8% ± 0.4%
40.8% ± 0.2%

Sr3D

ReferIt3D [7]
TGNN [9]
InstanceRefer [10]
3DVG-Transformer (Ours)

44.7% ± 0.1%
48.5% ± 0.2%
51.1% ± 0.2%
54.2% ± 0.1%

31.5% ± 0.4%
36.9% ± 0.5%
40.5% ± 0.3%
44.9% ± 0.5%

39.2% ± 1.0%
45.8% ± 1.1%
45.4% ± 0.9%
44.6% ± 0.3%

40.8% ± 0.1%
45.0% ± 0.2%
48.1% ± 0.3%
51.7% ± 0.1%

40.8% ± 0.2%
45.0% ± 0.2%
48.0% ± 0.3%
51.4% ± 0.1%

have different test subsets, where the “easy” and “hard” subsets have the same definition as “unique” and “multiple”
subsets on ScanRefer, while the “view-dep.” and “viewindep.” subsets are determined by whether the referring expressions are dependent or independent on the camera view.

centers to guide our CCA module, thus we do not output
the cluster centers. We do not use the word erase based
augmentation strategy for this dataset as the length of sentences in Nr3D/Sr3D is much shorter than ScanRefer [6].
Other training details as the same as those depicted in [7].

Implementation Details. All the experiments are implemented on the PyTorch platform equipped with a NVIDIA
RTX 2080Ti GPU card. For the ScanRefer dataset, we train
our model in an end-to-end fashion by using the AdamW
optimizer [42]. The learning rates of the voting & grouping module and detection head, the CCA module, the language encoding module and the cross-modal fusion module
are empirically set as 2e-3, 1e-4, 5e-4, and 5e-4, respectively. We apply the cosine learning rate decay strategy with
a weight decay factor of 1e-5. The network is trained for
120, 000 iterations, with a batch size of 8, in which each
scene is paired with 8 sentences, thus there are 64 sentences
with 8 scenes in each iteration. For both Sr3D and Nr3D
datasets, we follow their settings in [7] to extract the proposal features from the GT instance segmentation masks by
using PointNet++ [38]. In this work, we use the GT cluster

4.2. Comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods
In Table 1 and Table 2, our 3DVG-Transformer is compared with several baseline methods on both ScanRefer and
Nr3D/Sr3D datasets, which include the 2D-based methods
SCRC [1] and One-stage [41], the instance segmentation
based methods TGNN [9] and InstanceRefer [10], as well
as other baseline methods ScanRefer2 [6] and ReferIt3D[7].
Quantitative comparison. Table 1 reports the quantitative results on the ScanRefer dataset. On the validation
set, we report two results according to what auxiliary information is used, where the modality “3D” means “xyz +
rgb + normals”, while the modality “2D+3D” means “xyz
+ multiviews + normals”, as indicated by ScanRefer [6].
2 We
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report the updated results based on its github repository.

Ground-truth
ScanRefer
Ours
Description

The chair is with the
table in the back in front
of the white board. It is
the one on the left.

The couch is to the left
of the coffee table. the
couch is orange with two
seats.

A black chair is sitting at
the desk. It is in front of
an information board on
the wall.

A brown ottomon with
two black knapsacks and
a tissue box on it sits in
front of a matching
brown leather sofa,
which is up against a
wall. To its left is a black
piano.

Stand at the end of the
table facing the wipe
boards. looking down
the right side of the table,
the office chair is the
fourth one down, facing
the wall with the board
on it

Figure 3. Qualitative results from ScanRefer [6] and our 3DVG-Transformer. The GT boxes are marked in blue. If one predicted box has
an IoU score higher than 0.5, this box is marked in green, otherwise it is marked in red.

The results of our method under the “2D+3D” setting were
also evaluated on the test dataset from the ScanRefer online
benchmark under both settings. Our method outperforms
all the baseline methods by remarkable performance gains.
For the “multiple” subset on the validation set under the
“2D+3D” setting, our method achieves more than 6.5% and
5.2% gains when compared with the recent SOTA methods
in terms of Acc@0.25 and Acc@0.5 metrics, respectively,
which validates that the proposed 3DVG-Transformer is
effective for modeling complex relations especially when
grounding one instance out of multiple similar objects in the
same scene. The results on the test set also validate that our
method significantly outperforms other baseline methods on
the “multiple” subset. Note that TGNN [9] and InstanceRefer [10] benefit from the pretrained instance segmentation
backbone networks, thus it is reasonable that InstanceRefer
has a better Acc@0.5 score in the “unique” subset, where
relation modeling may not be necessary.
In Table 2, we report the instance matching accuracies
on both Nr3D and Sr3D datasets. The proposed 3DVGTransformer achieves the overall accuracy of 40.8% and
51.4% on Nr3D and Sr3D respectively, which outperforms
all the baseline methods by a large margin (i.e., 2.0% and
3.4% higher than the concurrent work InstanceRefer [10]).
Note that our results on the more challenging “hard” and
“view-indep.” subsets are better than all baseline methods,
which also validates that our 3DVG-Transformer can model

Table 3. Ablation study on the ScanRefer validation set [6] under
the “2D+3D” setting. We only report the “overall” results in terms
of Acc@0.25 and Acc@0.5.
Methods
Acc@0.25 Acc@0.5
ScanRefer [6]
41.19
27.40
Ours w/o CCA & MA & aug.
41.45
26.66
Ours w/o CCA & aug.
43.65
31.15
Ours w/o CCA
45.76
32.25
Ours
47.57
34.67

complex spatial relationships.
Qualitative comparison. Fig. 3 visualize the representative visual grounding results of our method and the baseline
method ScanRefer [6]. The predicted boxes are marked in
green if their IoU scores with the GT boxes are higher than
0.5, and otherwise they are marked in red. The GT boxes
are marked in blue. These examples demonstrate that our
3DVG-Transformer achieves more reliable 3D object localization results, especially when the scenes are cluttered with
multiple similar objects and the textual descriptions are long
(see the last two columns). The failure cases of ScanRefer
indicate that this baseline method cannot well model complex relations and distinguish ambiguous objects.

4.3. Ablation Study and Analysis
In this subsection, we discuss the contribution of each
individual module and also conduct more analysis.
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Table 4. Results of our 3DVG-Transformer (i.e. “Add SPM”)
and two variants (i.e. “w/o SPM” and “Mul SPM”) on the Nr3D
validation set [7].
Methods
w/o SPM
Mul SPM
Add SPM
Overall
36.6% ± 0.3%
38.7% ± 0.4%
40.8% ± 0.2%
Easy
44.0% ± 0.3%
45.3% ± 0.5%
48.5% ± 0.2%
29.5% ± 0.6%
32.5% ± 0.3%
34.8% ± 0.4%
Hard
View-dep
32.6% ± 0.6% 34.8% ± 0.4%
34.8% ± 0.7%
View-indep 38.6% ± 0.2%
40.7% ± 0.4%
43.7% ± 0.5%

Component analysis. We take the ScanRefer validation
set [6] as an example to perform a comprehensive ablation study and analyze different components in our 3DVGTransformer. Table 3 shows the results from different combinations of modules in our method. The first row is the
reported results of the baseline method in ScanRefer [6].
“Ours w/o CCA & MA & aug.” means we do not use our
newly proposed modules and augmentation strategies in our
method, which is almost the same as ScanRefer [6]. “Ours
w/o CCA & aug.” means we replace the simple feature
fusion module in the baseline method ScanRefer [6] with
our newly proposed multiplex-attention based cross-modal
fusion module. “Ours w/o CCA” means we further use
the feature augmentation strategies (i.e., proposal copy &
paste, and word erase) during the training process. “Ours”
means we also add the coordinate-guided contextual aggregation module, which is the complete version of our 3DVGTransformer. The results show that the performance is consistently improved after introducing each component, which
validates that each proposed module is useful.
Choices for fusing the spatial proximity matrix with
the attention matrix in the coordinate-guided attention
module. We take the Nr3D dataset [7] as an example to
compare different choices when fusing the spatial proximity
matrix with the attention matrix in this module. We consider
three strategies: 1) “w/o SPM”: we do not use the spatial
proximity matrix, namely, the attention matrix is directly
used as the final attention matrix; 2) “Mul-SPM”: we multiply the spatial proximity matrix and the attention matrix
to generate the fused attention matrix; 3) “Add-SPM”: the
default strategy used in our 3DVG-Transformer method, in
which we add the spatial proximity matrix and the attention
matrix to produce the fused attention matrix. As shown in
Table 4, the best results are achieved by using our default
strategy, while the localization accuracies without using the
coordinate-guided attention strategy significantly drop.
Results when using incomplete textual descriptions. Following the experiment in [6, 10], we also compare the results of ScanRefer [6], InstanceRefer [10], and our 3DVGTransformer, when only using the first sentence as the input
descriptions. Thanks to our relation modeling capability
empowered by the transformer-like structure, our method
3DVG-Transformer achieves the best overall accuracy of

Scene
Standard attention
Find the dresser that is next to the trash can

Our method

Figure 4. Visualization of the attention maps by using our method
based on the ground-truth bounding boxes (bboxes) from Sr3D [7],
in comparison with a variant of our method that simply applies the
standard attention mechanism. This attention map comes from the
second self-attention block in our MA module, thus has captured
the relations between objects in the point cloud, and also across
two modalities. Here, we only visualize the attention map of a
query object (i.e., “trash can”). Namely, we just use one row of the
fused attention matrix (after the softmax operation) corresponding to the query object “trash can” to generate the attention map.
The query object, the true grounding object and the similar object
are colored in red, green and yellow, respectively. Darker/brighter
color indicates higher/lower attention score. The proposed method
can better discover that the query object “trash can” is closely related to the true grounding object “dresser” that is “next to” it,
rather than the faraway “dresser”.

32.45% in terms of Acc@0.5 metric, which outperforms
the baseline methods ScanRefer (i.e., 26.12% as reported
in [6]) and InstanceRefer (i.e., 29.15% as reported in [10]).
How well does the model really extract the relationship between proposals? In Table 1, the significant improvements under the “multiple” setting validate that our
method can effectively exploit the relation between objects
and distinguish among similar proposals. In Fig. 4, we show
that our relation modeling scheme can better ground the
“dresser” next to the “trash can” according to the relation
indicated by the sentence when compared with a variant of
our method by using the standard attention mechanism.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced a new 3D point cloud
based visual grounding framework, referred to as 3DVGTransformer. Our framework consists of two newly designed transformer-like modules (i.e. the coordinate-guided
contextual aggregation module and multiplex attention
module) to exploit rich relations within point clouds. Our
framework fully leverages the contextual clues to comprehensively represent the 3D scenes and help disambiguate
the visual grounding results. The comprehensive experiments demonstrate that our method remarkably outperforms
the existing visual grounding methods (ScanRefer [6] and
Nr3D/Sr3D in ReferIt3D [7]), especially on challenging
scenarios with multiple objects from the same category.
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